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ABSTRACT
In order to protect user data while maintaining application func-

tionality, encrypted databases can use specialized cryptography

such as property-revealing encryption, which allows a property of

the underlying plaintext values to be computed from the ciphertext.

One example is deterministic encryption which ensures that the

same plaintext encrypted under the same key will produce the same

ciphertext. This technology enables clients to make queries on sen-

sitive data hosted in a cloud server and has considerable potential

to protect data. However, the security implications of deterministic

encryption are not well understood.

We provide a leakage analysis of deterministic encryption through

the application of the framework of quantitative information flow.
A key insight from this framework is that there is no single “right”

measure by which leakage can be quantified: information flow

depends on the operational scenario and different operational sce-

narios require different leakage measures. We evaluate leakage

under three operational scenarios, modeled using three different

gain functions, under a variety of prior distributions in order to

bring clarity to this problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sensitive user data continues to be stolen in large-scale data breaches.

While standard encryption protects data confidentiality, it restricts

database application functionality. An alternative solution is to use
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specialized cryptography to enable encrypted databases such that

some application functionality is preserved. One approach to en-

crypted databases is property-revealing encryption which allows a

property of the underlying plaintext to be computed from the cipher-

text. An example of property-revealing encryption is deterministic

encryption which ensures that the same plaintext encrypted under

the same key will produce the same ciphertext. A client can deter-

ministically encrypt a column with sensitive information and then

host the data in a remote location, such as a cloud database. The

client can then create a query, encrypt the query’s keywords locally,

retrieve the encrypted column’s matching items from the cloud,

and decrypt them locally. Another example of property-revealing

encryption is order-revealing encryption, which allows the order of

two plaintexts to be computed from the ciphertexts. Order-revealing

encryption facilitates sorting and range queries.

Property-revealing encryption is controversial. The CryptDB sys-

tem, introduced by Popa, Redfiled, Zeldovich, and Balakrishnan in

2011, implements property-revealing encryption to enable the func-

tionality of database management systems [30]. In 2015, Naveed,

Kamara, andWright presented attacks on columns encrypted under

deterministic and order-revealing encryption, based on the design

of CryptDB [28]. Naveed et al. demonstrated that an attacker with a

well-correlated auxiliary database can perform an inference attack

on encrypted database columns in order to recover private data. In

response, Popa, Zeldovich, and Balakrishnan provided guidelines

for the safe use of the CryptDB system in which they claimed de-

terministic encryption is safe to use for a sensitive field if every

value in a column appears only once; deterministic encryption for

non-unique fields is described as “allowing some leakage” [31]. But

there does not currently exist a clear understanding of the leakage

of these encryption schemes.

There is considerable interest in the field of encrypted databases:

many cryptographic constructions are being considered [1, 7, 8,

13, 15, 16], different sophisticated attacks continue to be devel-

oped [9, 18, 21, 22, 32], and several academic workshops that focus

on this topic have been established [19, 34]. Furthermore, there

are existing commercial products that encrypt data to preserve

application functionality such as Bitglass [5], CipherCloud [14],

McAfee MVISION Cloud [24], Microsoft Always Encrypted [27],

Netskope [29], and Symantec CloudSOC [36].While encrypted data-

base solutions are extremely attractive, at present their security

implications are not well understood.

1.1 Contributions
In this paper, we undertake a detailed analysis of the leakage as-

sociated with deterministic encryption through the framework of

quantitative information flow (QIF). QIF is an information-theoretic

framework used to quantify the amount of information flow in a
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system. In contrast with machine learning approaches, QIF can

provide concrete upper bounds that reflect the best results that

an optimal adversary is able to achieve. A key insight from this

framework is that there is no one “correct” way to measure leak-

age. Information flow depends on the operational scenario and

different operational scenarios require different leakage measures.

We contribute a leakage analysis under three different operational

scenarios in order to develop a much clearer understanding of the

information leakage associated with deterministic encryption.

Imagine a medical database in which there is a single column

with one row per patient that consists of the patient’s disease diag-

nosis. Let there be n patients and k possible diagnosis; assume k is

small. With strong encryption, the adversary is unable to determine

anything about the ciphertext. With deterministic encryption, the

adversary can see which entries are the same and possibly perform

some type of inference attack. Given this scenario, we would like

to quantify the leakage under different adversarial goals. For exam-

ple, the adversary may try to guess the entire column of diseases;

in Section 4, we see this corresponds to Bayes vulnerability. She

could also try to guess the disease of a patient, either a particular

patient i or an arbitrary patient. These operational scenarios are

evaluated in Section 5. We analyze leakage with respect to these

three operational scenarios and under various prior distributions

and as we will see, they are quite different. In some cases, there is

no leakage at all and in others, there is quite a bit.

• In the scenario where the adversary attempts to guess the en-

tire column, regardless of the distribution on diseases, there

is a large amount of leakage for large n. For some disease

distributions, the adversary can achieve a success proba-

bility close to 1, while for others, the adversary’s success

probability is far less than 1.

• In both scenarios where the adversary tries to guess the

disease of a single patient, under a uniform distribution on

diseases, there is no leakage at all.

1.2 Related Work
How to meaningfully discuss leakage within the field of encrypted

databases is an open question. The approach to leakage began

when Curtmola, Garay, Kamara and Ostrovsky defined a trace as
the information one is willing to leak about the interaction between

the client and the server [15]. Chase and Kamara then defined more

precise leakage functions as a way to precisely capture what is

being leaked by ciphertext and tokens [12]. This approach is first

applied to order-preserving encryption by Chenette, Lewi, Weis,

andWu [13]. More recently, leakage is discussed in terms of leakage
patterns that describe what data is revealed at a specific operation;

these compose to form a scheme’s leakage profile [20, 23]. The

leakage profile is fundamental to a scheme’s security definition, but

the threat posed by a leakage profile is unclear [10, 23].

Despite the existence of leakage profiles, cryptoanalysis research

has exploited different sets of intentionally revealed information

to accomplish adversarial goals such as data or query recovery [9,

18, 21, 22, 28, 38]. The following is only a sample of cryptoanalysis

research on property-revealing encryption. As discussed previously,

Naveed et al. develop attacks in which a well-correlated auxiliary

database is used to infer ciphertext values [28]. The adversarial

goal is to recover as many plaintext values in a single encrypted

column as possible, but the success of the attack depends on the de-

gree to which the auxiliary database is correlated. Grubbs, Sekniqi,

Bindschaedler, Naveed, and Ristenpart empirically evaluate order-

revealing and order-preserving encryption but explicitly “leave as

an open question providing a more formal analysis of inference

attacks” [21]. Durak, DuBuisson, and Cash explore the behavior of

leakage profiles on data under a non-uniform distribution and cross-

column correlations but could not quantify the attacks theoreti-

cally [18]. Bindschaedler, Grubbs, Cash, Ristenpart, and Shmatikov

also evaluate cross-column correlations and provide an attack that

functions as a maximum likelihood estimator which maps plain-

texts to ciphertexts given some prior distribution from an auxiliary

database. [4]. This attack corresponds to the operational scenario in

which the adversary attempts to guess as many positions correctly

as possible; in this work, we consider three different scenarios.

Prior work has analyzed leakage and quantified security in the

encrypted search domain. Sedghi, Doumen, Hartel, and Jonker pro-

vide an information-theoretic analysis of searchable encryption in

which they evaluate three seminal schemes [35]. De Capitani Di

Vimercati, Foresti, Jajodia, Paraboschi, and Samarati examine the

leakage associated with data indexing over fragments, where index-

ing is defined as a function mapping plaintext values to obfuscated

values. They enumerate ways in which combinations of indexing

and adversary knowledge can recover sensitive information [17].

Ceselli et al. provide a graph-based approach to quantify the secu-

rity provided by indexing [11]. Our work is the first application of

the QIF framework to this domain.

Organization. Section 2 provides an overview of the QIF frame-

work and Section 3 explains how deterministic encryption is mod-

eled within this framework. Sections 4 and 5 evaluate deterministic

encryption with respect to three different operational scenarios.

Section 6 then discusses computational challenges specific to our

leakage calculations and gives a detailed look at posterior vulnera-

bility. Lastly, Section 7 discusses future directions and concludes.

2 QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION FLOW
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the key concepts of

quantitative information flow (QIF). An excellent short introduction

can be found in McIver [25] and a book-length treatment can be

found in Alvim et al. [2]; this book includes all definitions and

theorems mentioned in this section, as well as proofs for these

theorems.

QIF is an information-theoretic approach that assumes that an

adversary’s prior knowledge about a secret input X drawn from

a finite set of possible secret values X is modeled as a probability

distribution π . Intuitively, a uniform π means that X has more

secrecy while a non-uniform π means the secret has less secrecy.

A system takes the secret X as input and produces observable

output Y , which may help the adversary achieve some goal, such

as guessing the secret or a property of the secret.

We can statically model all possible inputs and outputs of the

system as an information-theoretic channel matrix C that gives the

conditional probabilities p(y |x).

Definition 2.1 (Channel Matrix). Let X and Y be finite sets, in-

tuitively representing input values and observable output values.



π

1/4

1/2

1/4

C y1 y2 y3 y4

x1 1/2 1/2 0 0

x2 0 1/4 1/2 1/4

x3 1/2 1/3 1/6 0

→

J y1 y2 y3 y4

x1 1/8 1/8 0 0

x2 0 1/8 1/4 1/8

x3 1/8 1/12 1/24 0

→

[π ▷ C] 1/4 1/3 7/24 1/8

x1 1/2 3/8 0 0

x2 0 3/8 6/7 1

x3 1/2 1/4 1/7 0

Figure 1: An example of how a prior π and a channel C are mapped to joint matrix J and then to hyper-distribution [π ▷ C]
.

A channel matrix C from X to Y is a matrix, indexed by X × Y,

whose rows give the distribution on outputs corresponding to each

possible input. That is, entry Cx ,y denotes p(y |x), the conditional
probability of getting outputy given input x . Note that all entries in
a channel matrix are between 0 and 1 and each row sums to 1. □

We assume the adversary knows C and can update her knowl-

edge about X to a posterior distribution pX |y given each output y.
Each output y also has a probability p(y) of occurring. The funda-
mental insight is that the information-theoretic essence of a channel

matrix C is a mapping from priors π to distributions on posterior
distributions, which we call hyper-distributions and denote [π ▷ C].
This mapping is called the abstract channel denoted by C.

Figure 1 provides an example of how channel matrix C maps

a prior π to hyper-distribution [π ▷ C]. First we form the joint

matrix J, where Jx ,y gives the joint probability of each input-output

pair. Note that J is computed by multiplying row x of C by the

prior probability πx . Next we find the marginal distribution pY by

summing the columns of J; thus here we get pY = (1/4, 1/3, 7/24, 1/8).

Now each possible value ofY gives a posterior distribution onX , by

Bayesian updating. Those posterior distributions can be calculated

by normalizing the columns of J; the posterior distributions here
are (1/2, 0, 1/2), (3/8, 3/8, 1/4), (0, 6/7, 1/7), and (0, 1, 0).

We can imagine these posterior distributions as worlds that an
adversary seeing the output of C could end up in; we also refer to

these posterior distributions as inner distributions. It is important

to realize these worlds are not equally likely. These inner distri-

butions themselves have probabilities of occurring, which we call

the outer distribution; in this example, the outer distribution is

(1/4, 1/3, 7/24, 1/8). Notice in the last world, the adversary knows that

the secret is x2. However, this world only occurs with probability

1/8. It is more likely that the adversary ends up in a different world

in which she is less sure about the secret. The fundamental effect

of the channel is to enable each output y to provide the adversary

with different knowledge about the secret X . Finally, we observe
that the particular output labels y1,y2, . . . do not matter at all, as

renaming them to z1, z2, . . . would have no effect on the leakage.

As a result, the essence of the effect of channel C on prior π is

simply the hyper-distribution [π ▷C] shown on the right-hand side

of Figure 1.

2.1 Gain Functions and д-Vulnerability
We can use gain functions to measure the vulnerability of X with

respect to specific operational scenarios. We define gain functions

in the following way:

Definition 2.2 (Gain function). Given a finite, non-empty setX (of

possible secret values) and a non-empty setW (of possible actions),

a gain function is a function д : W ×X → R. □

We let д (w, x) dictate the adversary’s gain for performing action

w when the secret’s value is x . Often, actions are guesses the ad-
versary could make about the secret, but sometimes the best action

is to not make any guess at all, as in a scenario where making an

incorrect guess triggers a penalty.

An obvious and often relevant gain function addresses the ad-

versarial goal of guessing the entire secret correctly in one try;

we refer to this as the identity gain function denoted д
id
. In this

scenario, the set of actions available to the adversary is equal to

the set of secrets W = X. The adversary will receive a gain of 1 if

she guesses the entire secret correctly and 0 otherwise. The gain

function д
id
is defined in the following way:

Definition 2.3 (Identity gain function). The identity gain function

д
id
: X × X → {0, 1} is given by

д
id
(w, x) :=

{
1, ifw = x,

0, ifw , x

□

More generally, gain functions allow us to express a variety of

operational scenarios. For example, we can model the case in which

the adversary is allowed to make k guesses to correctly guess the

value of X . Or we can model the case in which the adversary must

guess whether or not X satisfies some property. We can also model

the case in which the adversary is penalized for making an incorrect

guess.

Given a gain function д, an optimal adversary will choose an

action that maximizes her expected gain with respect to π . We

define д-vulnerability in the following way:

Definition 2.4 (д-Vulnerability). The д-vulnerability of π is de-

fined as

Vд(π ) := max

w ∈W

∑
x ∈X

πxд(w, x)

□

We refer to this as prior д-vulnerability as it represents how

vulnerable the secret is before the channel is run. For example,

notice that the д
id
-vulnerability of π is maxx πx . Intuitively, an

adversary attempting to guess the secret will guess a value with

highest probability of occurring. Because Vдid (π ) represents such a

basic security concern, we have for it a special terminology Bayes
vulnerability and special notation V1(π ); this notation emphasizes

that we are focusing on guessing the secret in one try.

Tomeasure the vulnerability of the secret after the channel is run,

we define posterior д-vulnerability as the average д-vulnerability in

the hyper-distribution:



Definition 2.5 (Posterior д-Vulnerability). Given a prior π , gain
function д and channel matrix C from X to Y, the posterior д-
vulnerability Vд[π ▷ C] is

Vд[π ▷ C] :=
∑
y∈Y
p(y),0

p(y)Vд(pX |y )

□

It is a theorem (fromAlvim et al. [3]) that posteriorд-vulnerability
can be calculated directly from the channel matrix without calcu-

lating the posterior distributions:

Theorem 2.6. Given prior π , gain function д, and channel matrix
C from X to Y, we have

Vд[π ▷ C] =
∑
y∈Y

max

w ∈W

∑
x ∈X

πxCx ,yд(w, x)

□

2.2 Leakage
The prior д-vulnerability Vд(π ) represents how vulnerable the se-

cret is without information from the channel. The posterior д-
vulnerabilityVд[π ▷C] represents how vulnerable the secret will be

to an adversary who can see the output of the channel. Given that,

it is natural to measure the leakage of the channel by comparing

the prior д-vulnerability with the posterior д-vulnerability. This
comparison can be done additively or multiplicatively.

Definition 2.7 (Multiplicative and Additive д-Leakage). Given
prior probability distribution π , a gain function д, and channel

C, the multiplicative д-leakage is

L×
д (π ,C) :=

Vд[π ▷ C]

Vд(π )

and the additive д-leakage is

L+д (π ,C) := Vд[π ▷ C] −Vд(π )

In the case of д
id
, we use the name Bayes leakage and the notation

L×
1
(π ,C) and L+

1
(π ,C). □

It is a theorem (fromAlvim et al. [3]) that posteriorд-vulnerability
is always greater than or equal to prior д-vulnerability:

Theorem 2.8. Posterior д-vulnerability is always greater than or
equal to prior д-vulnerability: for any prior π , channel C and gain
function д, we have Vд[π ▷ C] ≥ Vд(π ). □

This implies that multiplicative leakage is always greater or equal

to 1
1
and additive leakage is greater or equal to 0. If equality holds,

there is no leakage.

A crucial insight of QIF is that there is not a single “right” way

to measure leakage. There are many possible leakage measures

captured by the д-leakage family. The precise leakage is dependent

on the gain function д and the prior distribution π .

1
We assume that gain functions are restricted so that д-vulnerability is always non-

negative.

2.3 Refinement
A common situation when comparing two channels A and B is that

under some conditions channel A leaks more, and in others channel

B leaks more. Hence for robustness it is desirable to determine

when one channel never leaks more than another. This leads to the

notion of refinement:

Definition 2.9 (Refinement). Given channels A and B over input

space X, we say that A is refined by B, written A ⊑ B, if for any
prior π and gain function д we have Vд[π ▷ A] ≥ Vд[π ▷ B]. □

Remarkably, the Coriaceous Theorem (from McIver et al. [26],

though actually dating from the 1950’s and the work of David

Blackwell [6]) shows that refinement has a structural characteriza-

tion:

Theorem 2.10 (Coriaceous Theorem). For channel matrices A
and B over input space X, we have A ⊑ B iff there exists a post-
processing channel matrix R such that B = AR. □

As an example, consider the following channels (from [26]):

A z1 z2 z3

x1 2/5 0 3/5

x2 1/10 3/4 3/20

x3 1/5 1/2 3/10

B y1 y2 y3

x1 1 0 0

x2 1/4 1/2 1/4

x3 1/2 1/3 1/6

While A and B look very different, it turns out that they actually

refine each other—we have both A ⊑ B and B ⊑ A, as shown here:

B y1 y2 y3

x1 1 0 0

x2 1/4 1/2 1/4

x3 1/2 1/3 1/6

=

A z1 z2 z3

x1 2/5 0 3/5

x2 1/10 3/4 3/20

x3 1/5 1/2 3/10

R1 y1 y2 y3

z1 1 0 0

z2 0 2/3 1/3

z3 1 0 0

and

A z1 z2 z3

x1 2/5 0 3/5

x2 1/10 3/4 3/20

x3 1/5 1/2 3/10

=

B y1 y2 y3

x1 1 0 0

x2 1/4 1/2 1/4

x3 1/2 1/3 1/6

R2 z1 z2 z3

y1 2/5 0 3/5

y2 0 1 0

y3 0 1 0

As a result, we have by Theorem 2.10 that B never leaks more than

A, and also that A never leaks more than B. As a result, A and B
always have exactly the same leakage.2 Note that when we model

deterministic encryption in Section 3, we will encounter exactly this

phenomenon of two channels that look very different but actually

have the same leakage.

3 DETERMINISTIC ENCRYPTION MODEL
Secret. We define X to be a database column consisting of plain-

text values that are independently chosen at each index according to

a distribution δ . We therefore assume the distribution π on columns

comes from an underlying distribution of values δ .

2
In fact, because refinement is a partial order on abstract channels [26], A and B
actually denote the same abstract channel.



Channel. A dilemma that we face is that QIF is information-

theoretic, while encryption assumes a computationally-bounded ad-

versary. As a result, we cannot directly model the deterministic en-

cryption channel that maps a column of plaintexts (x1, x2, . . . , xn )
to the column of ciphertexts (c1, c2, . . . , cn ) under some randomly-

chosen key — the trouble is that the resulting channel matrix leaks

everything, since each of its columns contains just one non-zero

entry (as is necessary for decryption to be possible).

Fortunately, cryptographers often consider an “ideal object” that

is conjectured to be computationally indistinguishable from the

actual cryptographic scheme, and the ideal object may be suitable

for QIF analysis. For deterministic encryption of b-bit strings, the

ideal object is a random permutation of type {0, 1}b → {0, 1}b ,

so that all such functions are equally likely to be chosen.
3
As far

as implementation is concerned, note that if our plaintexts are

128 bits long, then it suffices to encrypt them with AES under a

randomly-chosen key. Dealing with longer plaintexts requires more

care.
4

The ideal object is hence a probabilistic channel I that maps a

column (x1, x2, . . . , xn ) of plaintexts to a column (v1,v2, . . . ,vn )
of random independent values, subject only to the constraint that

equality is preserved: xi = x j iff vi = vj .
While we could analyze the leakage of I directly, we canmake the

analysis easier by observing that I’s leakage is exactly the same as a
deterministic channel C that maps (x1, x2, . . . , xn ) to a partition of

the indices {1, 2, . . . ,n}where each block in the partition consists of
those indices for which the corresponding x-values are equal. (For
example, (a,b,b, c,a)maps to the partition {{1, 5}, {2, 3}, {4}}.) For

we observe that I andC refine each other: I ⊑ C andC ⊑ I. ForC can

be factored into a cascade of I followed by a post-processing channel
R that maps a tuple (v1,v2, . . . ,vn ) to the partition of {1, 2, . . . ,n}
based on the equalities among the vi ’s. Similarly, I = CS, where S
maps a partition into a tuple (v1,v2, . . . ,vn ) of independent random
values that respects the partition (i.e. vi = vj iff i and j belong to
the same block). Because I and C refine each other, by Theorem 2.10

their leakage is always exactly the same.
5

Running Example. Our running example is a database column

of medical diagnoses where every index corresponds to a patient.

We depict this database column as a tuple; for example, (a, c, b,
a) would indicate that the first patient has disease a, the second
patient has c, and so forth. Let n be the length of the column (the

number of patients) and let there be k possible values (the number

of possible diseases). Figure 2 illustrates the channel matrix given

three possible diseases a, b, c (k = 3) and three patients (n = 3). The

channel matrix has 27 rows and 5 columns.

4 BAYES VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
The first operational scenario we consider is Bayes vulnerability

in which the adversary attempts to guess the entire column. As an

intuition behind how an adversary would be able to do this, suppose

that the distribution on diseases is non-uniform such that δ (a) = 1/2,

3
This was an explicit criterion in the NIST AES design competition: “Algorithms will

be judged on . . . the extent to which the algorithm output is indistinguishable from a

random permutation.”

4
Section 3.1 of the CryptDB paper [30] describes a way to do this correctly.

5
Like channels A and B in Section 2, I and C actually denote the same abstract channel.

C y ∈ Y

x ∈ X {1, 2, 3} {1, 2} {3} {1, 3} {2} {2, 3} {1} {1} {2} {3}

(a, a, a) 1 0 0 0 0

(a, a, b) 0 1 0 0 0

(a, a, c) 0 1 0 0 0

(a, b, a) 0 0 1 0 0

(a, b, b) 0 0 0 1 0

(a, b, c) 0 0 0 0 1

(a, c, a) 0 0 1 0 0

(a, c, b) 0 0 0 0 1

(a, c, c) 0 0 0 1 0

(b, a, a) 0 0 0 1 0

(b, a, b) 0 0 1 0 0

(b, a, c) 0 0 0 0 1

(b, b, a) 0 1 0 0 0

(b, b, b) 1 0 0 0 0

(b, b, c) 0 1 0 0 0

(b, c, a) 0 0 0 0 1

(b, c, b) 0 0 1 0 0

(b, c, c) 0 0 0 1 0

(c, a, a) 0 0 0 1 0

(c, a, b) 0 0 0 0 1

(c, a, c) 0 0 1 0 0

(c, b, a) 0 0 0 0 1

(c, b, b) 0 0 0 1 0

(c, b, c) 0 0 1 0 0

(c, c, a) 0 1 0 0 0

(c, c, b) 0 1 0 0 0

(c, c, c) 1 0 0 0 0

Figure 2: Channel matrix C when n = 3 and k = 3

δ (b) = 1/3, and δ (c) = 1/6. For large n, we would expect that the

partition would have one block that is large, one that is medium

sized, and another that is small. Provided with this distribution

on diseases, there is an obvious guessing strategy: that the largest

block corresponds to a, the medium block corresponds to b, and
the smallest block corresponds to c. We can understand Bayes

vulnerability precisely by graphing the prior and posterior Bayes

vulnerability as a function of n. In order to limit the complexity

of the graphs while providing some insights, we limit ourselves to

three diseases (k = 3) which we call a, b, and c.
While we could explicitly graph the additive or multiplicative

leakage, a graph of the prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability is

more revealing. In a real world scenario, we expect one would

encounter a variety of distributions that illustrate many charac-

teristics. The distributions seen here were chosen because they

are simple, easy to understand, and illustrate the phenomena we

expect with more complicated distributions. In Figures 3 and 4,

we graph the prior and posterior Bayes vulnerabilities under four

disease distributions δ : 1) a uniform distribution, 2) an arbitrarily

chosen non-uniform distribution, 3) a distribution in which two

diseases have the same probability, and 4) a distribution in which
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Figure 3: Prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability under (a) a uniform distribution δ = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) and (b) a non-uniform distri-
bution δ = (1/2, 1/3, 1/6)

two diseases are very close but not the same. (Please note that the

graphs are annotated with rounded values.)

4.1 Uniform vs Non-uniform
Let us first examine the prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability

under a uniform distribution of diseases δ = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) depicted

in Figure 3(a). The solid blue line indicates an adversary who only

knows the prior distribution attempting to guess the entire column.

At n = 1, the prior Bayes vulnerability is 1/3. Given a single disease

to guess about, the adversary can guess a, b, or c and be correct with
equal probability. As n increases, the adversary will have to guess

the disease at every index and her probability of success quickly

goes towards 0, exactly (1/3)n . The dashed green line represents

the posterior Bayes vulnerability which corresponds to how well

the adversary can do given the output which indicates the way the

column is broken into blocks. We can observe that the posterior

curve is going to 1/6. Once n is large, we can generally expect three

blocks. The adversary must guess which is which and there are 6

possible ways the diseases could be allocated to the three blocks.
6

There is leakage under a uniform prior because the output has made

the adversary’s task much easier.

We can contrast this graph with Figure 3(b) which displays the

prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability under a non-uniform distri-

bution of diseases δ = (1/2, 1/3, 1/6). The prior Bayes vulnerability

again goes towards 0, but on the posterior side, as n grows, the

output is likely to consist of a large block, a medium block, and a

small block which the adversary will be able to reliably map to a, b,
and c and her success will go to 1.

6
While most index partitions where k = 3 can result from six possible plaintext

columns, the one exception is the partition with a single block which corresponds

to only three possible columns. This results in a posterior Bayes vulnerability that is

slightly higher than 1/6. For example, at n = 4, the posterior Bayes vulnerability is

roughly 0.173.

Comparing Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b), we can see that additive

Bayes leakage is clearly higher in Figure 3(b). Surprisingly, the

multiplicative Bayes leakage is higher in Figure 3(a), although this

is not visible. While prior Bayes vulnerabilities under both priors

are close to zero, the prior vulnerability under the uniform prior is

much smaller than the prior vulnerability under the non-uniform

prior.

Let us examine when n = 200. Under the non-uniform prior,

the prior Bayes vulnerability is (1/2)200 and the posterior Bayes

vulnerability is close to 1 therefore the multiplicative leakage is

close to 2
200 ≈ 1.61 × 10

60
. In contrast, under the uniform prior,

the prior Bayes vulnerability is (1/3)200 and the posterior Bayes

vulnerability is around 1/6. Therefore, the multiplicative leakage

under the uniform prior is close to 1/6 × 3
200 ≈ 4.43 × 10

94
and

orders of magnitude higher than under the non-uniform prior.

4.2 Same vs Close
Now let us compare the prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability

when the probabilities of two diseases are the same and when they

are very close, illustrated in Figure 4 .

Under δ = (1/2, 1/4, 1/4), the posterior Bayes vulnerability in Fig-

ure 4(a) approaches 1/2. In terms of blocks, we expect one large

block and two roughly equal-sized blocks. The adversary will likely

be able to distinguish disease a as it is expected to be the largest

block, but she will have an equal chance of guessing which small

block is disease b and which is c. However, because it is possible that
the block sizes will not conform to the distribution, the posterior

Bayes vulnerability at n = 200 is slightly less than 0.5 at roughly

0.499986.

In comparison, Figure 4(b) shows that underδ = (1/2, 26/100, 24/100),

the posterior Bayes vulnerability slowly continues to grow, appar-

ently converging to 1. The largest n value for which we have done

the calculation is n = 5000, at which point the posterior Bayes
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Figure 4: Prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability when (a) two diseases have the same probability δ = (1/2, 1/4, 1/4) and (b) two
diseases have close probabilities δ = (1/2, 26/100, 24/100)

Table 1: Top 10 major diagnostic categories at a large inpa-
tient acute palliative care service [33].

Diagnosis Percentage

Cancer 41.3%

Cardiac Disease 17.4%

Pulmonary Disease 14.0%

Stroke 9.4%

Renal Disease 3.5%

Dementia 2.4%

Liver Disease 1.7%

AIDS 0.4%

Lou Gehrig’s Disease 0.2%

Other 9.6%

vulnerability is 0.977.
7
As n grows, the small probability differences

between b and c will become more visible in the block sizes and

the adversary will be more likely to correctly assign them to their

respective diseases.

4.3 Towards a More Realistic Distribution
As a gesture towards considering more realistic distributions, Ta-

ble 1 shows a distribution of the top 10 most prevalent diagnostic

categories at a large inpatient acute palliative care service [33] and

Figure 5 graphs the prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability under

that distribution.

The phenomenon we observed from the simple non-uniform

distribution in Section 4.1 is visible in this more complicated dis-

tribution: as n increases, the adversary’s ability to correctly guess

7
The computation for such largen values becomes very expensive due to combinatorial

explosion. This is discussed further in Section 6.

Figure 5: Prior and posterior Bayes vulnerability of ten diag-
nostic categories when δ is set according to Table 1.

the column increases. As can be seen in Figure 5, when n = 200 the

adversary has an 8% chance of guessing the entire column correctly.

5 SINGLE INDEX GAIN FUNCTION ANALYSIS
Next, we examine the case in which an adversary attempts to guess

the disease corresponding to a single index representing a single pa-

tient. We evaluate two variations of this scenario: (1) the adversary

is free to choose any index corresponding to a patient and guess

their disease and (2) the adversary is forced to guess the disease at

a given index belonging to a particular patient.

For the free gain function, the adversary is free to choose an

index in the column and a disease d ∈ D. Intuitively, this scenario

reflects the case when an adversary does not care about discovering
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Figure 6: Prior andposteriorд-vulnerability for both single index gain functions under (a) a uniformdistributionδ = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

and (b) a non-uniform distribution δ = (1/2, 1/3, 1/6)

a particular patient’s disease but instead is content with discovering

anyone’s diagnosis.

Definition 5.1 (Free gain function). The free gain function д
free

:

W ×X → {0, 1} when W := {(i,d) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ d ∈ D} is given

by

д
free

((i,d), x) :=

{
1 if xi = d

0 otherwise

□

For the forced variation of this gain function, the adversary is

given a specific index i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and is forced to guess

a disease at this index. Intuitively, this gain function reflects the

scenario in which the adversary wants to discover the disease of a

high-value patient.

Definition 5.2 (Forced gain function). The forced gain function

д
forced

: W ×X → {0, 1} when W := {d | d ∈ D} is given by

д
forced

(d, x) :=

{
1 if xi = d

0 otherwise

□

The prior д-vulnerability for both variations is always the same.

The adversary’s strategy in both scenarios is simply to guess the

most likely disease; the only difference is that she can choose an

index for the free variation, but without insight from the channel,

it makes no difference as to which index she picks. The probability

that she is correct is equal to the probability of the most likely

disease and will be the same in both cases. Therefore, we can graph

the prior д-vulnerability alongside the posterior д-vulnerability for

both operational scenarios.

Note that under both distributions, the prior д-vulnerability in

Figure 6 is much higher than the prior Bayes vulnerability in Fig-

ure 3. Intuitively, this is because the task of guessing about a single

index correctly in one try is much easier than guessing correctly

about all n indices.

As Figure 6(a) demonstrates, under a uniform prior the three lines

coincide; this indicates that deterministic encryption leaks nothing

with respect to both single index gain functions. The channel pro-

vides the adversary with no additional information to determine

which block corresponds to which disease, and so whether she is

forced to guess about a particular index or is free to choose one, she

will only be correct with probability 1/3. As discussed previously,

given a uniform distribution on diseases, the additive leakage in

the Bayes scenario was approximately 1/6 but the additive leakage

in the single index scenarios is 0.

In the non-uniform case represented by Figure 6(b), the solid

blue line indicates that there is a 1/2 chance of guessing an index

correctly a priori. In the free scenario, the adversary can guess

about whatever block is most advantageous to guess about and

the posterior д-vulnerability goes up to 1 very quickly. But in the

forced scenario, the adversary may be forced to guess about a block

she is not sure about, and so the vulnerability goes up more slowly.

As we can see, the prior distribution can drastically affect the

leakage of the channel. The two prior distributions chosen here

show many aspects of the story but one could examine different

priors or a greater number of diseases which could exhibit other

details.

6 DISCUSSION
The following section describes some of the computational chal-

lenges involved with calculating prior and posterior д-vulnerability,
the differences in technique behind calculating the free and forced

д-functions, as well as a more detailed look at what comprises the

д-vulnerability for a given n.



Table 2: Number of corresponding integer and index parti-
tions per n where k = 3

n Integer Partitions Index Partitions

1 1 1

50 234 1.20 × 10
23

100 884 8.59 × 10
46

150 1,951 6.17 × 10
70

200 3,434 4.23 × 10
94

6.1 Computational Challenges
As discussed in Section 2, prior and posterior д-vulnerability can be

calculated from the channel matrix. However, the channel matrices

given a reasonably large n become enormous. For example, let

n = 100 and let k = 3. The resulting channel matrix has 3
100 ≈

5.15×10
47

rows. To calculate the number of columns in the channel

matrix (which represent all possible channel outputs), we need to

count the number of ways that n items can be partitioned into at

most k non-empty subsets. To this end, we can use a summation of

Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind [37]. The number of columns

in the channel matrix can then be calculated as follows:

|Y| =

min (n,k )∑
i=1

{
n

i

}
Therefore, the number of columns in C when n = 100 and k = 3

is approximately 8.59 × 10
46
. Given the size of this matrix, the

computation of prior and posterior д-vulnerability cannot be done

naïvely.

We can avoid addressing each index partition in isolation by

observing that the position of specific indices (the location of each

disease) does not affect the adversary’s strategy. Instead, the ad-

versary’s strategy is reliant on just the sizes of each block. We can

represent these block sizes as an integer partition of n into at most

k integers.

Briefly, let us examine the casewith 4 patients (n = 4) and 3 unique
diseases (k = 3). An adversary could observe the following blocks

that indicate the first two diseases are the same and the second

two are the same: {1, 2}{3, 4}. She could also observe {1, 3}{2, 4}

or {1, 4}{2, 3}. All of these observations correspond to the integer

partition [2, 2, 0] and will generate the same probabilities.

Since index partitions that correspond to the same integer parti-

tion generate the same probabilities, the key strategy to calculate

prior and posterior д-vulnerability is to use integer partitions in-

stead of index partitions. In the previous example where n = 100

and k = 3, only 884 integer partitions can account for all index

partitions. Table 2 illustrates that as the number of index partitions

grows explosively, the number of corresponding integer partitions

remains manageable. However, it should be acknowledged that as k
grows, the number of index partitions and integer partitions grow

even more explosively. For example, when k = 25 and n = 100,

there are 139,620,591 integer partitions that account for 4.37×10
114

index partitions. But for small values of k , integer partitions pro-
vide a mechanism by which we can work out the probabilities in a

tractable fashion.

6.2 Free vs Forced
For both single index д-functions, given an integer partition that

represents block sizes, we determine the best guess for every block

and its probability of being correct. For the free variation, we choose

the maximum over all probabilities, but in the forced variation, we

calculate a weighed average that addresses the probability that the

adversary will be asked to guess about an index in that block. One

can view the forced variation as restricting the adversary’s choices;

instead of being able to guess the optimal answer given a particular

channel output, she may be forced to guess about a block she is not

sure about.

6.3 A Detailed Look For a Given n
If we examine the uppermost dashed orange line in Figure 6(b),

we can see that when n = 12 and δ = (1/2, 1/3, 1/6), the posterior

д-vulnerability in the free scenario is slightly above 0.8. How this

value is calculated is quite complicated. There are many possible

outputs that can arise and these outputs have different threats that

they represent. Figure 7 illustrates the complexity behind this value

by depicting all possible outputs and their respective threats to the

secret.

Given 12 patients and 3 diseases, there are 88,574 possible index

partitions that can be output by the channel but these can be ac-

counted for with only 19 integer partitions. These integer partitions

represent the block structures that the adversary could observe.

Figure 7 visually represents these block structures as stacked bars

such that the first blue bar represents the largest block, the next

orange bar represents the second largest block, and the last green

bar represents the smallest block.

For every integer partition, annotated purple circles indicate

which block and disease guess the adversary shouldmake given that

output while the position of these circles indicate the adversary’s

probability of being correct. For example, let us examine the integer

partition [12, 0, 0] which represents the case that every patient has

the same disease. Given this partition, the adversary should guess

about any index in this block and she should guess that this index

corresponds to disease a; this guess will be correct 99.2% of the

time. In contrast, if the adversary observes the integer partition

[6, 5, 1], her best option is to guess that the index represented by

smallest block of size 1 corresponds to disease c.
The purple line at the bottom of the graph indicates the probabil-

ity of each block structure actually occurring. As stated previously,

given the integer partition [12, 0, 0], the adversary is very likely to

correctly guess a. Unfortunately for the adversary, this outcome is

very unlikely; she is much more likely to see an integer partition

that more closely reflects the distribution such as [6, 4, 2].

Posteriorд-vulnerability summarizes this table by calculating the

adversary’s probability of being correct (the purple circles) weighed

by the probability that the output occurs (the purple line). In this

case where n = 12, the posterior д-vulnerability for the free vari-

ation is approximately 0.813. Recall that the prior д-vulnerability
at n = 12 was 0.5. The posterior д-vulnerability is greater than

the prior, which is consistent with the theorem that states the

posterior д-vulnerability is always greater than or equal to prior

д-vulnerability. Yet while the overall posterior д-vulnerability can



Figure 7: An in-depth view of the posterior д-vulnerability in the free scenario when n = 12 under the prior δ = (1/2, 1/3, 1/6)

only increase, the д-vulnerability of certain posteriors can be less,

as illustrated by the [4, 4, 4] case which has a д-vulnerability of 1/3.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper provides a leakage analysis of deterministic encryption

under three operational scenarios: (1) the adversary must guess the

entire column, (2) the adversary is free to guess about an arbitrary

patient, and (3) the adversary is forced to guess about a particular

patient. We see that in some scenarios and under various priors,

there is considerable leakage while in others, there is no leakage at

all. This application of the quantitative information flow framework

provides more nuance than the coarse discussion of the leakage of

deterministic encryption that exists in the literature and contributes

a much clearer understanding of information leakage associated

with deterministic encryption.

We leave to future work considering correlations across columns.

There have already been inference attacks that address this sce-

nario [4, 18], and we would like to formally analyze leakage in this

setting. From the QIF perspective, leakage of a secret and another

correlated secret via a joint distribution is called Dalenius leakage.

Another important future direction is to analyze the leakage of var-

ious order-revealing encryption schemes. We would like to explore

if there exists a refinement order among schemes such that one

scheme is not more dangerous than another, regardless of prior

or gain function. Lastly, we would like to understand mitigation

strategies, such as inserting fake entries prior to uploading the

database to the cloud. Given that leakage is dependent on the prior,

we would like to know if one can functionally alter the prior by

inserting fake data to reduce the amount of leakage.
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